Table fan, Peter Behrens for AEG, 1912, Germany

Owl of the elector, around 1340, Germany

Horse headdress in the shape of a water buffalo, 1000 BCE, China

Buddha Amida, 18-19th century, Japan

Torch holder, 5-4th century BCE

Drinking game automaton, Leodegar Grimaldo, 1626, Germany

Samurai helmet with antlers, 18th century, Japan
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Left hand of Buddha, 14-17th century, Thailand

Dance costume „Kleine Technik“, Lavinia Schulz and Walter Holdt, ca. 1923, Germany

Dance costume „Große Technik“, Lavinia Schulz and Walter Holdt, ca. 1923, Germany

Decoration on a vase, 1897, France

Bronze key, 18th century, Germany

Biombo dance mask „Mulwalwa“, 19th century, Congo
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